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TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY 

511 1055 Lookout Place 

Jamsary 24. 1986 

U.S. beleer Regalatory Comiss ion 
notion II 
Attention: Or J. Nelson frmae, Regional Administrator -J 
101 Mwidtta Street. 10, Suite 2900 
AtLanta, Georgia 30323 

Doew Dr. Craft: 

WATT SAM NUCLEAR PLANT UNIT I - D a r 3PANCIE IMVLVW QuALnTY AssuJRAncz 
COMMIT N1POS - NLorm COM NO 19-65-455-006 AND 13-85-119-006 
WW-WO390/86-14 - =W 

Th. subject deficiency was initially reported to nRC-olg Inspector 
Steve wise On Decemer 9. 1965 in accordance with 10 CPU 50.55(o) as NCR 
6"13. Unclosed is our interim report. WO expect to submit our next report on 
or about February 14, 1966.  

Delay in submittal of this report was discussed with Al Ignatonis on 
Jamiary 6, 198f and with Dob Carroll on January 21, 1986.  

If there are any questions, please got in touch with a. m. Shell at 
MT 865-2668.  

very truly yours, 

J. . DNWChief 
Nucleer Licensing Breanch 

biclosire 
cc: Mr. Jasý Taylor, Director (Snc Losure) 

Office of Inspection and Enforcement 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, D.C. 20555 

Records Center (Etnclosure) 
Institute of Nuclear Power Operations 
1100 Circle 75 Parkway, Suite 1500 
Atlanta, Georgia 30339 

PDP ADO(C4 05000'J61r) 

PA (I qua) Opp4ir)tufuty F mpl6yoe



RImCLSURK 
WATTS BAR EYCLEAR PLANT UNIT I 

DISChIPANCIRS DNVLVM1 QUALIT ASSURAMIR COIDUIT SUPPORTS 
INLOTUR COECEES IN465-458-006 AND I13-65-119-006 

WERD-50-390/86-14 
HCR WOE 6463 

10 CPU 50.55(&) 
MERIN1 REPORT 

A physical walkdown and reinsp~ct. on of selected conduit supports was 
requested by investigators of the Quality Techno logy Corporation's (QIC) 
Emloyee Response Teom as the result 4f the employe, concerns referenced. The 
inspection, performed on the awdijir'- *d reactor building conduit and cable 
trays,* revealed several discrepancies .*nrolving safety-related supports. The 
discrepancies noted in this deficiency i-ie been compiled into groups A 
through Z. (See attacl -t for grouping of specific discrepancies.) 

The description of this deficiency will be divided into two parts.  

Part A - Documentation discrepancies which include the following groups:

Group B 

Group C -

The items listed in this group have not been tagged with 
their identifying numbers; however, supports were located 
from the design drawings.  

Each item listed in this group has been documented as 
a different type of typical support than that which was 
installed.

Group 9 - The items listed in this group are still documented &in a 
computer printout but cannot be located in the plant.  

Part B - Specific deficiencies identified by this nonconformance report 
(NCR):

Group A - The items listed in this group are installed supports 
which deviate from the issued drawing and do not. have 
approved field change requests (FCRs) and/or variances.  
Therefore, these supports have unknown /undocumented 
structural capacity or factors of safety.

Group D - The items listed in this group have specific miscellaneous 
problems. Discrepancies are noted on attachment.  

The above-listed items wore identified by the inspector during the walkdoun.  
The root causes of these discrepancies are yet to be determined.



Various support~s listed in Part B have umknoum or auoctdstrcul 
capacity or factors of safety. Monst-case, loadings an supports could3. result 
in concrete anchorage failure sad subseque-t Z-viimre of the conduits. Cables within these conuaits could be dammged. thus remdering safety-related systems 
inoperable. These conditions could adversely afIa ct, the safe operations: of the plant dua to the inability of sr'stamm, coupom ants, or structures to 
perform thekir intended design functions.  

TWA is in the process of investigating the discrepancies noted in this 
nonconformance. The results of this investigation will be provie to the 58C 
in our next report on or about IFebruary 14, 1966.
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GftW l-aF-293-32431S (also 0) 
A -CWI-292-3944/O 

S-CW-292-394A/3 (also D) 
O-CW-292-392815 (also C 4 D) 
O- P-292-354S/3 Calso D) 
-WP-292-3051/1 (also o) 

O-CS~-292-3972/1 
O-WS-292-3767/Z (also 0) 
O-CS-292-3M5/3 
l-J3-292-268 (also 3) 
O-CSP-292-3736/2 
O-M-292-3360/1 

Croup O-CW-292-3935I9 (also D)) 
B -WS-292-393210 

O-J5-292-54 7-A (also C) 
l-J3-292-32*1 
l-J3-292-26" (also A) 
l-J5--292-537O 
l-JS-293-305-4 
l-JW-293-WS5 
l-JS-293-798 
l-J&-293-598 
I-JS-293-522-A 
I-J&-293-1003 
l-J3-293-3L3l (also D) 

Group l-CSP-293-3]l74IK 
C 0-CM -292-3922/7 

0-C= -292-392h/5 (also o) 
643-293-l54-A, (aiso 3)

group I-C3V-293-0329/Z - To bale strap loose on support.  
0 I-CSP-293-3243/S - Anchor needs grout ing.  

I-CSP-293-3243/5 - Bolt protruding and tw bole straps overlap esch 
other (also A).  

O-CSP-292-3930/2 - Box is a 67A056-11A typical with abendon"d 
anchors. Anchors drilled inside box as a *7*056
101 typical.  

0-MS-292-3*56/8 - Weld oversized.  
O-CSP-292-3456/9 - Weld oversized.  
0-CSP-292-3935/9 - Insufficient weLds; support below this support not 

identified, two hole straps overlap each other &Ad 
"Make do- hole drilled (also 5).  

O-CSP-292-394*/3 - Anchor hnte needs grouting (also A).  
0- M -292-1920/5 - Anchor hole needs grouting; support identified 

with two tags (also A 4 C).  
O-CSP-292-31761Z - This support carries a 6" conduit; 47&056 SS 

typical does not allow cnything over 5- conduit.  
1-J8-292-1328 - Holes reamed out in Ju~nct ion box (JO) cover and 

screwd in at an angle.
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